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SPACE-UP WRITING COLLECTION
Do you dare to THINK BIG?

Legamaster, 
brand of the edding groupwww.legamaster.com/spaceup

SPACE-UP
Accessories

Make your writable whiteboard wall ready for use with the following accessories:

        More ideas than  writing space?

  
       The Space-Up  collection 
   provides space for  EVERY idea,  
          EVERY budget and  EVERY working
                        method!
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WRAP-UP
This flexible whiteboard can be used on 
any wall and in any shape
Are you looking for a solution that turns your cabinet, table or wall into a magnetic writing surface? If so, Wrap-Up is the perfect solu-

tion for you! Use the whiteboard surface to give space to your creativity! Use it in a meeting room, office, school or at home, or use it 

for brainstorming or lean sessions.

 Create wide magnetic writing surfaces, cover complete walls or make creative shapes

 Can be hung horizontally or vertically

 Can be used on all smooth surfaces (e.g. doors, cupboards and walls)

 For regular use

 Can be cut into any required shape

 Because Wrap-Up is self-adhesive, you do not need 

 to drill into the wall to create a large writing surface

Height x Width Ref.no

101x150cm 7-106201

101x300cm 7-106203

101x600cm 7-106206

101x1200cm 7-106212

WALL-UP
XL whiteboard wall of the highest quality
Simply put the Wall-Up solution onto the office wall and create an infinite writing surface. Wall-Up is the whiteboard wall of the 

highest quality in the Space-Up writing collection. Turn each wall into a high-quality, writable and erasable whiteboard surface. 

 Create high and wide magnetic writing surfaces

 Multiple boards can be combined into a single large writing surface with ease

 For intensive use

 Can be hung horizontally or vertically

BOARD-UP
Combine and create a unique whiteboard wall
Next to each other, above each other or in a unique pattern. Whatever you do, create your own whiteboard wall in next to no 

time with the Board-Up solution. 

 By combining boards you can make a single large magnetic writing surface or a creative pattern

 Can be easily hung horizontally or vertically

 For regular use

WRITE it UP 
Visualise to bring the best ideas to life
Draw, sketch, hang things up or colour in. With the solutions of the Space-Up writing collection you can effortlessly create a white-

board wall on which the best ideas take shape. From the three options, choose the one that best suits you and your environment. 

 WALL-UP XL-whiteboard wall of the highest quality.

 BOARD-UP  Combine and create a unique 

 whiteboard wall.

 WRAP-UP This flexible whiteboard can be 

 used on any wall and in any shape.

Test all your ideas here with Wrap-Up!

MAGNETIC

Need more advice about choosing the right Space-Up solution? Go to www.legamaster.com/spaceup 

and discover step by step, using our decision tree, which solution meets your needs best.
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Height x Width Ref.no

200x119,5cm 7-106121

200x59,5cm 7-106126

119,5x200cm 7-106112 GUARANTEE

YEARS 

Height x Width Ref.no

75x50cm 7-106350

75x75cm 7-106375

75x100cm 7-106310


